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SCANCAFE LAUNCHES AFFILIATE PROGRAM TO HELP BLOGGERS AND WEB SITE OWNERS
ENHANCE CONTENT AND INCREASE REVENUES
ScanCafe to Offer 10 Percent Commission on Photo, Negative and Slide Scanning Orders Driven
to its Site
SAN FRANCISCO -- (October 9, 2007) – ScanCafe, an online service that helps professional
and amateur photographers scan and preserve photos, negatives and slides, today announced
an affiliate program for anyone driving traffic to its site. Through this program, ScanCafe
will deliver a 10 percent commission on all new sales driven to its site. Now, bloggers, Web
site owners and professional affiliates can target professional and amateur photographers
searching for a reliable tool to restore and preserve their memories. Whether offering useful
gift giving ideas or helpful organization tips, affiliates can increase their revenue by registering
with ScanCafe’s new affiliate program at www.scancafe.com/affiliates.php.
“Affiliates are crucial to building a useful online community and extending reach to a broader
audience,” said Sam Allen, CEO of ScanCafe. “Many successful online service providers have
seen the value in working with bloggers and Web site owners to encourage business growth.
This program will not only help spread the word about our unique service, but will also
reward the online community for helping us grow our business.”
Anyone with photographs, negatives and slides that they would like to preserve may use
ScanCafe. This opens a vast amount of Web traffic which could generate new revenue streams
for participating affiliates. Additionally, Web site owners and bloggers that become ScanCafe
affiliates will have access to new Web content that may appeal to virtually anyone surfing the
Web.
To learn more about the ScanCafe service or to get started making money visit
www.scancafe.com/affiliates.php.
About ScanCafe
Founded in 2006, ScanCafe provides a simple, safe, and low-cost photo scanning service that
gives everyone the opportunity to preserve their photos for future generations and share them
with loved ones today. ScanCafe is based in Burlingame, California and has offices in
Bangalore, India. For more information on ScanCafe, please visit www.ScanCafe.com
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